in the 21 st experts to discover their skills in translating multimedia. It is our belief there are more traps for translators in the 21 st st century rush
Introduction
translations. The necessity to discuss this aspect of translations derives from the for many translators. multimedia, skill and translator is important to discuss the possibilities of a successful multimedia translation. and DVDs are often considered to be "multimedia formats" since they can store Thus multimedia is connected to computers, after all. We can say that they are not present, so in our opinion it is non-productive to discuss their raison already mentioned the standard: 2. desk publishing; 3. translation memory management; 4. terminology management; 5. full Internet functionalities.
Multimedia multimedia is not even listed in the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary
What he mentions above standard is image processing, voice recognition, -in our opinion -is multimedia translation.
Skills of a Translator
deriving from the previous section. The skills of a translator are -seemingly -very clearly described by the 6 They offer a that they mention skills, divided into three parts:
1. language skills 2. thematic skills 3. translation skills translators described in various books on translation. This means that failing any of them should lead to the failure of the translator as such. Naturally, 4 5 6 may observe that the more languages one can 'master', the higher the chance to 5 languages is to the detriment of the earlier learned languages. Thematic skills may also vary, as the ones described above only refer to the European Commission's needs. Yet, only a limited number of translators are don't tend to read literature in translation, so there is a small market for the 7 aspect of the technological revolution, namely globalization, specialized texts should be considered, as technical texts may take the shape of As a result, a different type of skill a translator should master is connected to the older ones, so an extra skill is also needed: negotiation skills, guided by a of a translator is fading.
Multimedia translation
We believe that philological translators accustomed to synonyms and antonyms, Nairobi 10 this recommendation is looked over.
There is no place for presenting further misconceptions here regarding translators, but spell-check, proofreading are not taken for granted during Pencil and Rubber-Assisted Translator,
Possibilities of CAT-tools against failure
Computers have released our minds from the constraints of retention to a great 
Conclusions
We have seen that in the age of technology, there are no more 'simple' text understand that both MT and CAT-tools are potential aids for human translators.
st century". 12 Today 13 14 to undergo a complete technological change, our free time is more and more
American English", that is "reduced in stylistic range and aided by abbreviations, icons, acronyms and graphic design" and "tailor-made for fast consumption". 
